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Nusinersen as a Therapeutic Agent for Spinal
Muscular Atrophy
Qing Li
Department of Function, ShiJiaZhuang Traditional Chinese Medical Hospital, ShiJiaZhuang, HeBei, China.

The reduction of survival motor neuron (SMN) protein causes spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), an autosomal recessive neuromuscular disease. Nusinersen is an antisense oligonucleotide, approved by the FDA, which specifically binds to the repressor within
SMN2 exon 7 to enhance exon 7 inclusion and augment production of functional SMN protein. Nusinersen is the first new oligonucleotide-based drug targeting the central nervous system for the treatment of SMA. This review of nusinersen will discuss its action mechanism, cellular uptake, trafficking mechanisms, and administration approaches to cross the blood-brain barrier. Furthermore, nusinersen clinical trials will be assessed in terms of pharmacokinetics, tolerability and safety, the clinical outcomes of
multiple intrathecal doses, and a discussion on the primary and secondary endpoints.
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INTRODUCTION
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) with progressive muscular
weakness and atrophy in respiratory, bulbar, and limb muscles is caused by a loss of motor neurons in the anterior horn
of the spinal cord. SMA is an autosomal recessive disease that
can be divided into four types based on milestone achievement and onset time. Type IV is onset from adulthood, and the
other three types are childhood-onset. The most severe is Type
I, which includes approximately 60% of patients, whereas Type
III is relatively mild. The incidence of all four types is approximately one in every 11000 live births, and is therefore one of
the most common genetic factors for childhood mortality.1
A homozygous deletion or loss function mutation in the survival motor neuron 1 (SMN1) gene causes SMA. SMN1 encodes
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a ubiquitously expressed 38-kDa protein, which is mostly localized in the cytoplasm and nuclear gems, and functions as a
small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) for complex
assembly with an essential role in cell survival.2,3
Survival motor neuron 2 (SMN2) is a nearly identical SMN
gene copy with SMN1 in humans. Both genes consist of inverted repeat sequences on chromosome 5q13, different from 11
nucleotides.4 Exon 7 skipping during pre-mRNA splicing is
caused by a C-to-T substitution at position 6 of exon 7, from
SMN1 to SMN2. The C6T transition disrupts an exonic splicing enhancer, which is dependent on splicing factor 2/alternative splicing factor (SF2/ASF) and is present in SMN1 exon
7 as heptamer motif (nucleotides +6 to +13, CAGACAA). An
exonic splicing silencer (ESS) in SMN2 is also created by the
C6T transition in which heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) A1, a known repressor protein, binds to ESS
to inhibit exonic splicing.5 Exon 7 is excluded, and an unstable
truncated protein is produced in 80–90% of the transcripts
that are rapidly degraded.6 Exon 7 skipping results in SMN2
being unable to supplement for the loss of SMN1 and causing
SMA.
As a result, correcting exon 7 splicing in SMN2 has becomes
an attractive approach for therapy, as all patients with SMA
have SMN2. Several strategies have been undertaken to promote the inclusion of SMN2 exon 7. These include using small
molecules to amplify SMN2 transcription,7 adeno-associated
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virus-mediated gene delivery to replace SMN,8 chimeric or bifunctional antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), or trans-splicing
RNAs to block intronic splicing silencers (ISSs)/exonic splicing
silencers or junction of the intron 7–exon 8.9,10 The beneficial
effects of these strategies have been demonstrated using models of SMA.
In 2006, an intron-7 ISS of the SMN2, termed ISS-N1, was discovered by Singh, et al.2 in human SMN1/2 genes. ISS-N1 is an
intronic cis-element that is located in the 5' splicing site, downstream of exon 7, and the non-conserved portion of the SMN
final intron 7 in humans. This element is considered an essential component that modulates alternative splicing of SMN exon
7 in a regulatory network that is associated with the pathogenesis of SMA. ISS-N1 functions to recruit normally spliced repressors hnRNP A1 and A2 that inhibit exon 7 inclusion.
Nusinersen was discovered by Adrian Krainer and team in
2010.1 An 18-mer 2'-O-(2-methoxyethyl) (MOE) phosphonothioate oligodeoxyribonucleotides (ODN), also known as
ASO-10-27 5'-TCACTTTCATAATGCTGG-3', is a single-stranded DNA that is designed to target an intron 7 site. Nusinersen
hybridizes to ISS-N1 by sequence-specific Watson-Crick base
pairing to block hnRNP recruitment, which results in the inclusion of SMN2 exon 7 in pre-mRNA splicing and augments
full-length SMN2 protein production.

ACTION MECHANISMS
Delivering oligonucleotides to the central nervous system (CNS)
to develop treatments for CNS disorders has some advantages.
Oligonucleotides have high target specificity, accessing drug
targets that were previously inaccessible, with reduced toxicity
and systemic exposure, as well as longer half-life dosing. Oligonucleotides can also offer multiple approaches for precise
downregulation of disease-relevant genes, gene upregulation,
correcting mutations and splice editing, which are not easily
attained by traditional monoclonal antibodies or small-molecules.11 Alternatively, oligonucleotide effects are reversible and
different from other gene therapies, whereby a large proportion
of the problems related to the many permanent alterations is
present. An additional advantage is that the development cycle
of oligonucleotides is simplified due to their uniform process
of chemistry. For these reasons, oligonucleotides have become
promising targets. However, the delivery of oligonucleotides to
the CNS has had some substantial obstacles. Foremost, oligonucleotides do not readily cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB),12
with fewer than 1% reaching the brain.
Although intrathecal (IT) or intracerebroventricular (ICV)
administration methods could improve CNS delivery,13 they
are invasive and may increase burden for patients. To facilitate
BBB crossing, intranasal or oral administrations are viable options, and a chemical modification has been developed and
tested. Another difficulty is that pharmacodynamic (PD) and
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pharmacokinetic (PK) properties of oligonucleotides are unconventional and remain less studied, although they have profound implications for dose regimens and clinical effectiveness.
Furthermore, the action mechanism of oligonucleotide has yet
to be elucidated, and more studies are required to unravel the
complex molecular processes.
Phosphonothioate backbone modification was introduced
to develop oligonucleotide drugs,14 in which one of the oxygens
in the phosphate moiety was substituted by sulfur. Nuclease
resistance was increased, and a link with carrier proteins in the
blood was facilitated by phosphonothioate modification,
which led to increased absorption, longer half-life, and slower
excretion via the kidneys.13 A modification of the sugar moiety
in which hydroxyl in the 2' position of the sugar moiety of ODN
was substituted by 2' MOE groups have further improved DNA
binding affinity and bioavailability, and decreased toxicity
and immunostimulatory effects of oligonucleotide drugs.15,16
ISS-N1 of the SMN2 comprises of 15 nucleotides (CCAG
CATTATGAAAG, +10 to +24). CAGCAT (+11 to +16) is the first
hnRNP A1 motif element, and TGAAAG (+19 to +24) is the second. A strong ISS consists of two juxtaposed weak motifs of
hnRNP A1 to produce a strong splicing silencer. Binding of either of the two hnRNP A1/A2 molecules to the intron 7 ISS and
other sites results in accumulative hnRNP A1/A2 spreading
along the SMN2 exon 7 and its flanking intron sequences, antagonizing the binding of SR proteins, SF2/ASF, Tra2-b1, and
other splicing factors that are vital for recognition and splicing
activation of exon 7.17 Nusinersen abrogates the binding of
hnRNP A1/A2 molecules to the ISS-N1 of intron 7, leading to
exon 7 splicing activation and inclusion.18

OLIGONUCLEOTIDE UPTAKE AND
TRAFFICKING IN CELLS
Currently, cellular uptake and distribution of phosphonothioate antisense oligonucleotides (PS-ASOs) are poorly understood, and have only recently been investigated with limited
information on neuronal uptake in vivo. It has been proposed
that PS-ASOs enter cells via two pathways,19 the productive
and non-productive pathways (Fig. 1). Productive pathway
guides PS-ASOs to access their targets, and non-productive
pathway sequesters PS-ASOs in saturable sinks. The two pathways compete with each other for oligonucleotides. It has been
suggested that the ratio for productive uptake of total ODNs to
enter into liver tissue is <20%.20 It is likely that many different
non-productive proteins exist, with the candidates including
VPS28 and TSG101,21 Ku70 and Ku80 proteins,22 the components of ESCRT-I complex (endosomal sorting complexes required for transport), alpha 2 macroglobulin (A2M),23 and
paraspeckle proteins (including PSPC1, PSF, hnRNPK, and
p54nrb).24 It is possible that the productive pathway is composed of the following candidate proteins: TCP1 (including
https://doi.org/10.3349/ymj.2020.61.4.273
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Fig. 1. Oligonucleotide uptake and trafficking in cells. It has been proposed that phosphonothioate antisense oligonucleotides (PS-ASOs) enter cells via
two pathways: productive pathway and non-productive pathway. Productive pathway guides PS-ASOs to access their targets (yellow outlines), and nonproductive pathways sequester PS-ASOs in saturable sinks (blue outlines). Uptake and internalization of PS-ASOs can be directed by cell-surface proteins (including receptors) through caveolin- or clathrin-dependent pathways or other pathways of endocytosis. The endocytosis vesicle bud from the
membrane and the scission of the plasma membrane is catalyzed by GTPase dynamin. Freed cargo-containing vesicles with PS-ASOs fuse with early endosomes (EE) by being transported along the cytoskeletal structures of tubulin or actin. Internalized ASOs can be transported from EE to late endosomes
(LE) and to lysosomes. PS-ASOs predominately accumulate in punctate structures in EE, LE, lysosomes (possibly equal to phosphonothioate bodies of cytoplasm), and Golgi-58K-related vesicles, in which non-productive and productive pathways of uptake may diverge and the majority of oligonucleotides
are likely reserved in non-productive pathway. A small number of PS-ASOs can be released from endosomal organelles and escape into productive
pathway, involving entry into the nucleus and cytosol to act on target DNA. Entering into the nucleus is likely via the RAN-mediated pathway. PS-ASOs
may be linked to paraspeckle proteins in the nucleus and shape functional paraspeckle-like structures.

tubulin, actin, histone deacetylases, and cyclin E1),25 Hsp90,
La (also known as SSB), NPM1, AP2M1, ANXA2,26 PC4, STAB1,
and STAB2 (stabilin family of scavenger receptors).27

UPTAKE AND INTERNALIZATION OF
PS-ASOs BY MAMMALIAN CELLS
Two steps illustrate the cellular uptake process: adsorption
and internalization. Adsorption does not require energy and
can be saturated.28,29 PS-ASOs interact with different cell surface proteins (including receptors), either via conjugated ligands or directly.30 Once bound to the cell surface, by the dihttps://doi.org/10.3349/ymj.2020.61.4.273

rection of these proteins, associated ASOs are internalized to
enter the cell via caveolin- or clathrin-dependent or via nonconventional endocytic pathways that are generally regarded
as productive pathways.31,32 Other endocytic pathways may
play a role, such as macropinocytosis,33 which are generally regarded as non-productive pathways. Several different receptors connected to PS-ASOs uptake are included in clathrin-dependent cell surface proteins, such as GPCR,34 SCARA,35 ASGPR,
SR-B, EGFR, TLR,36 and LDLr. Currently, integrins are the only
caveolin-dependent pathways that have been discovered.37 It
is believe that the cell uptake of PS-ASOs, not using transfection reagents or electroporation, is due to the fact that most internalized ASOs are taken up by pathways in which they can bind
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RNA at given sites and do not result in ASO accumulation.19 It
is also possible that different cell types express different cell
surface proteins, and the productive or non-productive pathway routes could be contributed to ASOs.38 For example, DU145
cancer cells could be entered by nucleolin via macropinocytosis, while the nonmalignant skin fibroblast HS27 cells could
not.39 Some membrane proteins, including SCARA140 and nucleolin, have been shown to mediate functional uptake of splicing-modulating PS-ASOs, and the activity of splicing-modulation ASOs have been increased by the use of nucleolin-specific
aptamer-mediated delivery of ASOs in different cancer cells.41

PS-ASO INTRACELLULAR TRAFFICKING
AND BINDING TO A SUBSET OF
INTRACELLULAR PROTEINS
The endocytic vesicle bud from the membrane and plasma
membrane scission is catalyzed by GTPase dynamin. Freed
cargo-containing vesicles with PS-ASOs fuse with early endosomes (EEs) by being transported along cytoskeletal structures
(tubulin or actin). Maturation is undergone by the resulting fusion vesicles.21 Transport vesicles eventually fuse with mature
late endosome (LE) to form lysosomes by budding from the
trans-Golgi network.
ESCRT-I complex (TSG101 and VPS28) allows membrane
budding, directs PS-ASOs to non-productive pathways,21 and
mediates the intraluminal vesicle (ILV) formation during endosome maturation. PS-ASO productive transport from EE to
LE and to lysosomes may be facilitated by proteins (AP2M1 and
ANXA2). AP2M1 is an adaptor protein in the uptake and distribution process of caveolin- and clathrin-independent productive endocytic pathways.20 Trafficking of PS-ASOs is facilitated
by the ANXA2 protein from EEs to LEs, and ANXA2 can be recruited to the LE membrane when the presence of PS-ASOs
load alters the lipid signature of this organelle. PS-ASOs can
also be co-transported with ANXA2, likely in the form of ILVs
inside the LE lumen, and ASOs released from LEs may also be
facilitated.42 Additionally, ASOs can also conjugate with N-acetyl galactosamine (GalNac) to enter cells by the interaction of
GalNac with ASGPR receptor via clathrin-mediated endocytosis.43 ASGPR and PS-ASOs dissociate in EE, ASGPR receptor
is returned to the plasma membrane through recycling, and
PS-ASO arrives in the cytosol to target RNA.
Internalized PS-ASOs reach their DNA/RNA targets and bind
multiple proteins in the cytosol or nucleus after they are released from liposomes or membrane-enclosed organelles. Using the competition binding assay, Liang and collegues24,26 have
identified or characterized a total of 58 PS-ASO binding proteins. Several of the binding proteins are chaperones, and many
proteins contain nucleic-acid binding domains. Although it
has been shown that some proteins do reduce or enhance the
activity of PS-ASOs, many have no impact on antisense activi-
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ties of PS-ASOs. Reduced activities of PS-ASOs by several proteins comes from the fact that several proteins compete with
RNase H1 for binding to the duplex formed between PS-ASOs
and their target DNA. Increased activity of some PS-ASO chemistries has been linked to the enhancement of Hsp90 protein
levels. Additionally, the retention of PS-ASOs in the nucleus may
be increased by NPM1 and La (also known as SSB) proteins,
which can thus facilitate PS-ASO activity. La is a chaperone protein required for RNA-binding, processing, and transcription
of transfer RNA. NPM1 is a nucleic acid-binding protein involved in the structure of nucleolar ribonucleoproteins. The
paraspeckle protein p54nrb and the helicase proteins Ku70 and
Ku80, known as nucleic acid binding proteins, were identified
to compete with RNase H for binding to the ASO–DNA duplex
to inhibit PS-ASOs activity.
Hsp90 deletion mutations indicate that if the ASO hydrophobic 2' modification moiety is increased, then the protein
binding becomes more promiscuous, and the affinity of the
protein of ASO is also greater. PS-ASOs with more hydrophobic
2' substituents tend to bind to more proteins and with much
avidity compared to the hydrophilic 2' MOE PS-ASOs.24,44

SUBCELLULAR ACCUMULATION,
DISTRIBUTION, AND LOCALIZATION OF
TRANSFECTED PS-ASOs
PS-ASO pathways of free uptake (without a delivery agent)
may be different from that of liposome-mediated delivery
(transfection). After free uptake, PS-ASOs dominantly accumulate in punctate structures in EEs, LEs, lysosomes (possibly
equals to phosphonothioate bodies of cytoplasm), perinuclear structures, P-bodies, and Golgi-58K-related vesicles in the
cytoplasm.45 After free uptake, although PS-ASOs nuclear accumulations are not directly observed, nuclear activity of ASOs
have been reported. Cells have the ability to take up PS-ASOs,
and due to this reason the nucleus can accumulate sufficient
PS-ASOs to support pharmacological activity. After transfection, ODNs localize and accumulate primarily in the nuclear
phosphonothioate bodies (PS bodies, correspond to nuclear
punctate sites).24,25,46 In addition to PS bodies, other filament
and punctate nuclear structures, such as paraspeckles or paraspeckle-like structures, can accumulate PS-ASOs. Furthermore,
transfected PS-ASOs in the cytoplasm also form many distinct
punctate structures similar to free uptake.45,47-49
It has been suggested that during or after lysosome formation, non-productive and productive uptake pathways may diverge. Although a large majority of PS-ASOs accumulate and
are maintained in the non-productive pathway (likely in endosomes/lysosomes), and a small number of PS-ASOs can be released from the liposomes or membrane-enclosed organelles
and escape into the productive pathway, which probably involves entry into the nucleus and cytosol to act on target DNA.50
https://doi.org/10.3349/ymj.2020.61.4.273
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It has been speculated that some unidentified cellular receptors or cargo molecules of transporter systems, shuttled
between the nucleus and cytoplasm in part, can be bound by
PS-ASOs through a small GTPase known as the RAN-mediated pathway.51 The interaction between the members of superfamily of transport receptors and cargo are regulated by the
GTP-bound form of RAN that can serve as a sensor in this course.
The protein export can be almost entirely abolished by nuclear injection of the RanT24N mutant protein, presumably due
to the inhibition and sequestration of RCC1 exchange factor
depleting the nuclear RanGTP pool. RCC1 is a factor for RAN
nucleotide exchange, and can influence the nucleotide-bound
states of RAN.
PS-ASOs co-localize with the chaperone T complex 1 subunit β (TCP1β) in PS bodies. TCP1β binding to PS-ASO and PS
body formation is dependent on the concentration of PS-ASO.
TCP1β and PS-ASOs are observed co-localized in the cytoplasm when RAN levels are reduced. It is also notable that several members of the TCP1 family co-localize with PS-ASOs in
endosome structures in the cytoplasm. Therefore, it is likely that
the exit of ASO from cytoplasmic endosomes may be facilitated by the TCP1 family, and that TCP1β can enhance PS-ASO
activities by facilitating PS-ASOs nuclear accumulation.25
PS-ASOs can accumulate in paraspeckles in the nucleus. Localization of paraspeckles appears to be defined by PS-ASOs
binding to specific paraspeckle proteins, including PSPC1, PSF,
and p54nrb. When the paraspeckles relocate, PS-ASOs move
with proteins in paraspeckles in the same fashion as that observed with PS bodies.24 A long noncoding RNA, NEAT1, forms
on paraspeckles, and it has been indicated that NEAT1 could
be displaced by PS-ASOs and PS-ASOs follow to form functional paraspeckles. PS-ASOs localize to unique sites in the nucleus by binding to specific paraspeckle proteins, which can lead
to reverse impacts on PS-ASOs. The two following possibilities
cannot be excluded. First, paraspeckle proteins exert an inhibitory effect on PS-ASO activity by competing with RNase H1 in
order to bind to duplexes between RNA and PS-ASOs. Second,
PS-ASOs are sequestrated by the paraspeckle proteins in nuclear filaments or paraspeckles, which may contribute to the
inhibition of PS-ASOs activities. Remarkably, drug bioavailability can be enhanced, and off-target effects can be reduced by
recruiting a higher dose of ODNs to the productive pathway.
Consequently, the functional activity of ODNs could be increased by endeavoring to illustrate the mechanisms of uptake
processes, including the identification of primarily ODN-binding proteins.

ASSISTED DELIVERY AND APPLICATION
OF PS-ASOs TO THE CNS
Endocytosis is the mechanism in which naked (unconjugated)
PS-ASOs are taken up into cells, similar to macromolecules.52
https://doi.org/10.3349/ymj.2020.61.4.273

However, naked double-stranded siRNAs are not capable of
escaping across the lipid bilayer barrier of the endosome. In
comparison, due to the phosphonothioate backbone hydrophobicity, PS-ASOs take an approach termed gymnosis, an
unknown mechanism, to escape endosomes across the lipid
bilayer into the cytoplasm and nucleus.53,54 Gymnosis is a productive silencing pathway, and has been described as “free
uptake” by some studies. Without using any transfection reagent, gymnosis promotes productive oligonucleotide uptake
by taking advantage of the properties of normal cell growth in
tissue culture. This strong, vigorous approach permits multiple
targeted sequence-specific silencing in many cell types in vitro, both at mRNA and protein levels. Stein, et al.53 have demonstrated that 6–10 days was optimal for gymnotic delivery in
518A2 cells. It took 3–5 days for maximum Bcl-2 protein and
mRNA silencing by a 16-mer PS-ASO, called SPC2996 targeted
to the Bcl-2 mRNA, which can also lead to silencing of the targeted gene for no less than 240 consecutive days. Significantly,
PS-ASOs entered the cellular cytoplasm in this process without a delivery reagent.
PS-ASOs are not capable of crossing the BBB, despite being
readily taken up by brain tissues and having a long tissue halflife. However, it was discovered that extensive distribution of
PS-ASOs throughout the brain parenchyma could be achieved
by IT administration of PS-ASOs into the cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) of monkeys. In the brain parenchyma, the drug was taken up by neurons and other cell types, and it escaped from endosomes into the cellular cytoplasm and nucleus.55 As CSF
compromises the activity of negligible nucleases to degrade
PS-ASOs, it could be regarded as an environmental protectant.56
Moreover, it is an immune-privileged zone; therefore, within
this fluid, oligonucleotide stability was increased.57,58 In the
past few years, many different oligonucleotides have been investigated using alternative administration methods such as
IT, ICV, or direct injection into specific sites of the brain of experimental animals.56-59 The advantages of this method have
led to numerous clinical trials in which ASOs, such as nusinersen, can target the CNS in human brain disorders.18,60,61
Following administration via IT or ICV routes, PS-ASOs are
quickly absorbed from the injection site into the CSF or the circulation.62 After IT administration, the distribution of PS-ASOs
from CSF lasts between minutes to hours; subsequently, most
are taken up into CNS tissues, and a lesser number are transferred into systemic circulation.63 Similar to plasma, the twophase course is included for PS-ASO elimination from CSF.
Seven days after a single, IT bolus injection in adult cynomolgus monkeys with a dose of 1, 3, or 7 mg of phosphonothioate
2' MOE ODN, the most significant accumulation of ODNs was
observed in small and large cell bodies of the gray matter, in
accordance with the uptake by neuronal and glial cells. In contrast, intraperitoneal (IP) bolus injection of the same 2' MOE
ODN, the concentration for 50% of maximal effect (EC50) in the
liver, was over tenfold higher than that in the brain, likely illus-
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trating a higher ratio of uptake of non-productive to productive
in the liver.64
Furthermore, after a single ICV bolus injection with a dose
of 100 µg of 2' MOE ODN to correct SMN2 splicing in murine
spinal cord and brain, the pharmacological activity could be
prolonged. After dosing, the drug could be maintained for more
than 36 weeks and pass complete ODN elimination. Notably,
after IP bolus injection, the duration of the pharmacological
action of ODN in the liver was slightly shorter, with the duration of correcting minimally SMN2 splicing observed 8 weeks
after dosing. In the spinal cord and brain, SMN2 splicing correction 71 days after the end of the 30-µg/day ICV infusion was
equal to the level observed 2 days after the end of infusion.
ODNs with a long half-life in peripheral tissues and an extremely long half-life in the CNS can partially explain their persistent effects (due to its immune privileged status and low nuclease levels).64-67 It was speculated that the ICV bolus injection
of ODNs was a more effective way of delivery than ICV infusion, based on the EC50. The EC50 of nusinersen was 5.7 μg/g
for the brain and 1.6 μg/g for spinal cord tissue in ICV bolus
injection, compared to 20.2 μg/g for the brain and 9.3 μg/g for
the spinal cord in ICV infusion.
One year later, in a 7-day ICV infusion, nusinersen was measurable in motor neurons. The half-life of ICV-infused 2' MOE
ODNs in tissue was 145–191 days in the spinal cord and 71–206
days in the brain. Meanwhile, after IV injection in rodent peripheral tissues, the half-life of 2'-O-methyl (2'-OMe) phosphonothioate ODNs was between 10–65 days. A decreased dose
of ODNs could be used in IT administration, based on the fact
that there was a slower rate of clearance and degradation as
well as a relatively small volume contained in the CNS, leading
to the possibility of reduced adverse events.64
Over 85% of phosphonothioate ODNs escape into the systemic circulation and bind to circulating plasma proteins, mostly albumin.68 This may lead to the difference between the ODNs
relative potency observed in vivo and in vitro. For example, a

2' MOE phosphonothioate ODN showed the same potency as
a phosphonothioate morpholino oligonucleotide (PMO) ODN
in SMA patient fibroblasts in vitro, and was 3–5 times less potent for the inclusion of SMN2 exon 7 in vivo than PMO ODN.
This could attribute to a four- to eightfold higher accumulation
of 2' MOE phosphonothioate ODN in CNS tissues compared
to that of PMO ODN.64
The main degradation product of minimal nuclease cleavage of ODNs in vivo is 3' n-1 oligonucleotides. Owing to the decreased binding to tissue and plasma proteins, shorter endonucleolytic products are quickly eliminated in urine. The primary
route to excrete phosphonothioate ODNs is via the kidneys,
mainly involving nuclease degradation products, which is a
comparatively slow process.68

NUSINERSEN EVALUATION IN PHASE 1
SAFETY STUDIES
In Phase 1 studies,69 a single 5 mL IT bolus injection of nusinersen was administered to a total of 28 children participants,
followed by a standard lumbar puncture (LP) (over 1–3 minutes) at the L3–L4 disc space (Table 1). Nusinersen was assessed in four dose level groups (1, 3, 6, 9 mg). For safety and
PK, CSF was collected by a second LP on day 8 in the 1, 3, and
6 mg dose groups and day 8 or 29 in the 9 mg dose group. A total of 24 out of 28 participants were enrolled in the long-term
extension study for assessment 9–14 months post-dose, using
the same evaluations as those performed in the single-dose
study. The most frequently observed adverse effects (AEs)
were back pain (17.9% of participants), post-LP headache
(21.4%), and headache (39.3%). An immunogenic response to
nusinersen was not detectable 9–14 months after a single IT
dose of nusinersen.69 In the same Phase 1 study, more frequent
AEs were observed in children with Type 3 SMA, older children, and with the use of a 21- or 22-gauge needle in contrast

Table 1. Summary of Nusinersen Clinical Trials
Participants (n)
Age range
Delivery method
Dose
Adverse effects (top 5)

Phase 1
28
2–14 years
Intrathecal bolus injection
1, 3, 6, 9 mg
Headache, post-LP headache, back pain,
pyresia, constipation

Phase 2
20
3 weeks to 7 months
Intrathecal injection
6 mg and 12 mg equivalents
Pyresia, respiratory infection, constipation,
vomiting, joint contracture

Pharmacokinetics

CSF concentrations in the 9 mg group
29 days after dose (2.33±0.928 ng/mL).
The half-life in CSF was 132–166 days.

CSF drug concentrations were greater than
10 µg/g 15–168 days after dosing.

Clinical outcomes

Improved HFMSE scores in the 9 mg
groups post-dose.

An increased improvement in HINE-2 and
CHOP-INTEND test assessments.

Phase 3 (ENDEAR)
121
<7 months
Intrathecal injection
12 mg equivalents
Pyresia, constipation, upper respiratory tract
infection, pneumonia, respiratory distress

A higher percentage of motor-milestone
response for primary endpoints and
a higher percentage of CHOP-INTEND
response for secondary endpoints.

LP, lumbar puncture; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; HFMSE, Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale-Expanded; HINE-2, Hammersmith Infant Neurological Exam-Part 2;
CHOP-INTEND, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders.
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to a 24-gauge or smaller needle.70
The PK data from the Phase 1 clinical trial were the same as
those from other ODN clinical trials and animal studies.71 Concentrations of nusinersen were detectable more than 24 hours
later in plasma, and 7 days later in CSF after dosing. In the 9 mg
group, 2.33±0.928 ng/mL was detected in CSF at 29 days after
administration. Nusinersen was quickly taken up from the IT
administration (CSF) site into circulation, and peak plasma levels emerged within a few hours after dosing. After IT dosing,
plasma concentrations decreased slowly less than 20 hours after peaking, until being finally eliminated after 7 days.69
After the 9- to 14-month assessments, CSF nusinersen concentrations still maintained a quantified upper limit (1 ng/mL).
The terminal half-life of nusinersen in CNS tissues was 139±54
days in monkeys, and 145–191 days in mice. The half-life in CSF
was 132–166 days (4.5–6.0 months). Therefore, an infrequent
nusinersen administration for maintaining drug levels can be
achieved by this prolonged half-life, following drug loading of
the target tissue.69 CSF volume was similar in 2-year-old children based on the literature reporting that no obvious correlation was detected between CSF concentrations and age or total
body weight. Therefore, it was appropriate that fixed doses of
nusinersen were used in this pediatric population, and drug
dose scaling was not necessary.72
The analysis of SMN protein levels of CSF samples suggested
that variation did not occur in the 1 mg or 3 mg groups, while
the levels of SMN protein were over double 9–14 months after
dosing in the 6 mg and 9 mg groups compared to baseline. The
clinical outcomes indicated that in the 1, 3, or 6 mg groups,
there were no apparent changes in functional assay score evaluations from baseline at day 29, day 85, or 9–14 months after
dosing. In contrast, improved functional assay scores were
demonstrated in the 9 mg group at day 85 (3.1-point mean increase) from baseline, with further improvement at 9–14 months
(5.8-point mean increase). Dose-limiting safety issues were not
identified in this study, suggesting that testing doses of more
than 9 mg should be taken into account.69

CLINICAL PHASE 2 STUDIES OF
NUSINERSEN
Patients with homozygous gene mutations and deletions of
SMN1, who had SMA originating from infancy, were used to
assess the tolerability, PK, safety, and clinical efficacy by using
multiple IT doses of nusinersen (equivalent to 6 mg and 12 mg
doses) in an escalating dose clinical study of open-label Phase
2.73 Children aged between 3 weeks and 7 months old, of either
gender, and with SMA symptoms occurring between 3 weeks
and 6 months were recruited as eligible participants (Table 1).
Loading doses of 6 mg were received by the first four participants on days 1, 15, and 85, following 12 mg doses on day 253,
and then every 4 months (6–12 mg group). The remaining 16
https://doi.org/10.3349/ymj.2020.61.4.273

participants got 12 mg equivalent doses according to the identical schedule (12 mg group). Follow-up visits on days 16, 29,
86, 92, 169, 254, 337, and 442 were conducted, and then every
4 months. A follow-up of 9–32 months was implemented in the
6–12 mg group who received four to nine doses of nusinersen,
while the follow-up of 2–27 months was executed in the 12 mg
group who received two to eight doses. Adverse events were
experienced by all participants, with the most common being
respiratory infections and respiratory distress or failure which
are common in infantile SMA. The study drug was not or unlikely considered to be related to these common adverse events
by investigators.73
Compared with baseline, 16 out of 19 participants (6–12 mg
group with one of four participants; 12 mg group with all 15 participants) were observed to have increased improvements in
developmental motor milestones at the last visit based on motor milestones portion of the Hammersmith Infant Neurological Exam-Part 2 (HINE-2).74 From baseline to the last visit, there
was a mean increment of 11.5 points on motor function overall (n=18), and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Infant
Test of Neuromuscular Disorders (CHOP-INTEND)75 was used
to evaluate with improvement in 14 out of 18 infants. From
baseline to the last visit, there was an increase in CHOP-INTEND in 12 out of 14 participants in the 12 mg group, compared
to the infants with type I SMA who had a case series of natural
history. Electrophysiological assessment using compound muscle action potentials (CMAP) suggested that compared to baseline, an increment in peroneal CMAP in all participants and
ulnar CMAP in 12 of 15 patients were manifested in the 12 mg
group at last visit. As most participants were surviving without
permanent ventilation, permanent ventilation or death in median age was not achieved. In the study, due to a case series of
natural history used in comparison based on all the caveats, a
differentiation in age at permanent ventilation or death was
implicated by the log-rank Kaplan-Meier survival curve test.73
Nusinersen concentrations were determined by using electrochemiluminescence method. By analyzing the autopsy tissue of patients who received nusinersen, the drug was indicated to be taken up into glial cells throughout the CNS in the
brainstem and other brain regions, and motor neurons throughout the vascular endothelial cells, neurons, and spinal cord. In
all spinal cord areas, CSF drug concentrations were higher than
10 µg/g at 15–168 days after dosing. The infants with SMA who
received nusinersen indicated that the SMN2 transcripts comprising exon 7 were 50–69% in thoracic cord tissues. By analyzing thoracic tissues of the spinal cord using a variation of reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction and enzymelinked immunosorbent assay methods,76 15–26% of the SMN2
transcripts consisted of exon 7 compared to infants with no
disease and untreated infants with SMA.73
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CLINICAL PHASE 3 STUDIES OF
NUSINERSEN
A Phase 3 safety and efficacy trial (ENDEAR clinical trials) of
nusinersen in infantile SMA were conducted, which were double-blind, randomized, and sham-controlled.77 In this study, 121
infants (7 months or less in age, sham control group vs. nusinersen group in a 1:2 ratio) who had experienced the assigned
and randomization procedures were included in time-to-event
analyses (Table 1). All of the infants were exposed to a dose
that was equivalent to a 12 mg dose in a 2-year-old person or
older. A dose was delivered on days 1, 15, 29, and 64, and retention doses on days 183 and 302 were executed in the nusinersen group. Sham procedures were implemented on identical
days in the control group. Assessment of the efficacy of endpoints was also performed on days 64, 183, 302, and 394 (±7
days at every visit).77
For primary endpoints, infants in the nusinersen group had
a meaningfully higher percentage of motor-milestone response
compared to those in the sham control group (41% vs. 0%) in
the interim analysis, indicating an early finish of the trial. Identically, infants in the nusinersen group had a significantly higher percentage of motor-milestone response than those in the
control group (51% vs. 0%) in the final analysis. The nusinersen
group had a 47% lower incidence in the use of permanent assisted ventilation or the risk of death compared to the sham
control group (hazard ratio=0.53).77
For secondary endpoints, infants in the nusinersen group
had a significantly higher percentage of CHOP INTEND response than those in the control group. Meanwhile, infants in
the nusinersen group had a lower percentage of mortality by
the end of the trial than those in the control group (16% vs. 39%).
The risk of death in the nusinersen group was 63% lower than
that in the control group (hazard ratio=0.37). In subgroup analyses, the group with shorter disease duration at screening (the
median duration ≤13.1 weeks) was a higher likelihood of eventfree survival (time to use of permanent assisted ventilation or
death) than the group with longer disease duration (the median duration >13.1 weeks), indicated that efficacy of nusinersen
might be maximized by early initiation of treatment.77
Another nusinersen Phase 3 trial (CHERISH Clinical Trials)
in 126 SMA children, with symptoms beginning at 6 months of
age, was a sham-controlled, double-blinded, and multicenter
trial.78 The children (age ranging from 2–12 years, nusinersen
group vs. sham control group in a 2:1 ratio) underwent the assigned and randomization procedures to have IT nusinersen
administration at a dose of 12 mg on days 1, 29, 85, and 274.78
In CHERISH, the total Hammersmith Functional Motor ScaleExpanded (HFMSE)79,80 score at month 15 of the least-squares
mean change from baseline was used as the primary endpoint.
An increase in total score indicated an enhancement of motor
function, and a meaningful clinical results was defined as a
variation of at least 3 points in the HFMSE score. The assess-
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ment of HFMSE score was implemented twice during the
4-week period of screening and at 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 months by
skilled clinical estimators. The study indicated that from baseline to month 15, the nusinersen group in HFMSE score had a
least-squares mean increase (by 4.0 points), and the sham control group had a least-squares mean decrease (by -1.9 points)
in the interim analysis, leading to an apparent difference between the two groups supporting nusinersen (least-squares
mean difference in change=5.9 points). In the final analysis,
the nusinersen group in HFMSE score had a least-squares
mean increase from baseline to month 15 (by 3.9 points), and
the sham control group had a least-squares mean decrease (by
-1.0 points), resulting in a significant difference between the
two groups supporting nusinersen (least-squares mean difference in change=4.9 point).78
In the CHERISH study, the percentage of children increase
from baseline in the HFMSE score was included as secondary
endpoints, an outcome that implicates clinical enhancement
of at least two motor skills. The study showed that there was a
higher percentage of children in HFMSE score from baseline
to month 15 in the nusinersen group, with an increase of at
least three points (57% vs. 26%), compared to the sham control
group.78
Being similar to Phase 1 and 2 studies,78 the incidence for total adverse events included procedural headache, procedural
pain, back pain, procedural nausea, puncture syndrome, procedural nausea, the post-lumbar, nausea, headache, fluid leakage, vomiting, and cerebrospinal. LP was linked to the total
rate of events, with very little difference between the control
and the nusinersen groups.81,82

CONCLUSION
Due to the possibility of tissue damage and infection during injection, it may be challenging to use IT or ICV routes for CNS
administration for chronic treatment, despite nusinersen having an infrequent dosing probability and a long half-life. Furthermore, the probability of complications arising from the use
of long-term ICV or IT injections cannot be ruled out. The risks
may be significantly reduced by an inhalation or oral administration method. However, in the course of any great endeavor to
avoid the potential AEs in direct CNS administration and to
find alternative delivery lines of effect oligonucleotides uptake
of trans-BBB, the road is promising.
Furthermore, more studies are required to focus on extended characteristics of PD and PK of nusinersen on the CNS. To
avoid liver absorption or kidney clearance, nusinersen with
phosphonothioate backbones must remain intact in the blood
and have extensive PK, which will possibly become more important to ensure more drugs stay in extra-hepatic tissues that
have less receptors and a much slower receptor-mediated endocytosis rate.
https://doi.org/10.3349/ymj.2020.61.4.273
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In the ENDEAR clinical trial, several symptomatic infants
who had received nusinersen had not been cured, while some
needed continued ventilatory support and feeding, some had
not attained normal motor development, and a number of
them had died. Therefore, like all promising therapeutic approaches, including small molecules, peptides, monoclonal
antibodies, therapeutics, and virus vector-mediated gene delivery, ODN and RNA-based therapeutics also have limited
ability in controlling disease progress since many diseases remain poorly understood.
In the future, new molecular pathogenic mechanisms of diseases should be studied in order to pose and develop more effective therapeutic approaches. Furthermore, chromosomal
instability and gene mutations in disease may result from the
body’s cells reacting to stress stimulation from the outside world
to retain the structural integrity of their own genes and proteins by increasing nucleotide number and gene diversity. It
has been repurposed that transposon could alter genome size
and be responsible for greater gene copy number. Therefore, a
transposon-mediated gene-therapy strategy may be a practical
approach in the future.
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